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!INTRODUCTION
This appendix presents the Contractor Data Package (Data Item Matrix, Data Requirement
Descriptions, User Flow D_agram, Document Relationship Tree, and Frequency and Phasing
Charts) for Planetary Quarantine (PQ).
These data relate to microbiological factors; sterilization, contamination, and decontami-
nation considerations; related assaying, assembly, and testing operations; and all _her
information of direct relevance to the planning, control, review, and reporting of the
Voyager planetary quarantine program.
The complete list of Contractor Data Package appendixes is as follows: ,_
Appendix A - Technical Description and System Engineering (SE)
Appendix B - Planetary Quarantine (PQ)
Appendix C - Manufacturing (MG)
Appendix D - Configuration Management (CM}
Appendix E - Quality Assurance (QA) i!
Appendix F - Test ('rE) and Mission Operations (MP) t
i
Appendix G - Reliability Assurance (RA) i
tAppendix H - Logistics and Suprort (LS)
Overall Management (MA); Scheduling (SC); and Manning and Financial (MF) t
I
Appendix I
t
Appendix J - Procurement and Contracting (PC) !
Appendix K - Data Management (DM) i
Appendix L* - Facilities (FA) l
Appendix M* - Safety (SA) I.
Appendix N* - Site Activation for Launch (AL)
Appendix O* - Science (SI) I_
Appendix P* - Related Project Interfaces (RP)
Appendix Q* - Advanced Missions (AM) I_
*Appendixes L through Q prepared under Contract NAS7-584
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DATA
ITEM DATA ITEM DESCRIPTIO
NUMBER
PLANETARY QUARANTLNE
GUIDELINES
PQ- Guidelines, System Operational t
Establishes constraints on system operation
001 Design for Planetary Quarantine
PQ- Guidelines, Equipment Design Provides parameters for acceptable methode
002 for Planetary Quarantine hardware design.
LISTS
PQ- List, Sterilizable Parts, A list of materials and componevts which ],a'
003 General Engineering sterilization.
PLANS
t
Plan, Planetary Quarantine, Provides the detailed overall plan for meetir
004 Spacecraft design and operation of the spacecraft.
PQ- Plan, Planetary Quarantine, Provides a plan to maintain decontamination
005 Planetary Vehicle Test an acceptable value during combined spacec,
,PROC.EDURES
PQ- Procedure, Planetary Provides operating procedures, constraints,
006 Quarantine, Operating manufacturing, quality assurance and test pe
c_arantine.
PQ-
Procedure, Bio-Assay Test Provides detailed procedures for conductingO07
t K['Y INFORMAL DATA
q96703q 204-005
!DATA ITEM LIST/USER MATRIX
APPLICABILITY TO FUNCTIONAL USERS
AT CONTRACTOR LEVEL
SE PQ MG CM QA TE RA LS MA SC PC MF MP DM FA
i ,
tlmode_tomeetPQrequirement_. R R U - U R R U p_l - - - U - -
and approaches for
R A U - U - R - R ......
l,e been proven by test to withstand
R A U U U - R U U ......
i -
•
_gPQconstraintsinthe R R U - U R U U PM U U - - - U
and sterilization levels to R R U - U R U U PM U U - - - U
aft and capsule test.
I
and requirements for
_rsonnel to ensure ma|ntenance of U R R U R U U U [IPM ..... U
I .......
l u - USE R - REVIEWAUTHORITY A- APPROVALUTHORITY PM- PROJECTMJhAGERAPPROVAL
1967031204-006
PAGENO.1 Of2
APPLICABfLITY AT SUBCONTRAC" _-'
TOR/VENDOR/SUPPLIER LEVEL3 APPLICABILITY TO PROJECT BOARDS
_ _ _ _ o: z
' z _O -- - o " z
_.o_ _ DO o_ _ _ "" _-> _:Em uJ [
i •
- U U - U NANA NA NANANA .... i ...... '
- - U - U (C/S]p/_)(C)NA (C)NA ............
- U U - U p/_ C_;(C)NA (C)NA ....... U ....
U U - - U NA NA NANANAINA ...... U .....
U U - - U NAiNA NANANANA ...... U ....
i
I
i
u u - - ,_p__,_(c)_ (c)_A-I..... '_.... |
U U .... C/_ :/_:(C) NAi(C) NA - - - U - " I - - I
C - PREPAREDBY CONTRACTOR S - PREPARECBY SUBCONTRACTOR/VENDOR/SuP@tIER ( ) - OPTIONAL APPLICATION NA - NOT APPLICABLE
2-Z -Z_
]96703]204-007
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DATA
ITEM DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION
NUMBER
PLANETARY QUARANTINE
REPORTS
i_- Provides the amount and extent of contamination of !
008 Report, Bio-Assay Test spacecraft hardware from bioassay test.
1_- Report, Planetary Quarantine Provides mathematical probability analysis on the p,
009 Analysis Mars contamination bnr_vd on th_ spacecraft design.
I_- Report, Planetary Quarantine Provides a current accounting of the contamination 1
010 Audit the spacecraft and a log of bioassay test results.
1_- Report, Planetary Quarantine, Provides the results of PV testing on the decontami_
01I Planetary Vehicle (PV) Test sterilization integrity of the planetary vehicle.
SPECIFICATIONS
1_- Specification, Bio-Assay Defines the requirements for biological assays (e. g.
012 Test Requirements or components to assay, confidence levels, number
Specification, Facilities Specifies the clean room, clothing, and handling equ
1_- Requirements, Planetary requirements during all operations (manufacture, hs013
Quarantine DeslBn testing) where control of contamination is required.
1_- Specification, General Engineering, Specifies design constraints and requirements impos
014 Planetary Quarantine Design Planetary Quarantine Plan.
')('KEYINFORMALDATA
o2-3
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• _ _*_ _._-._ _ _r.#_._ -•* --_-L_,. ...... _........... _ ,_-_._._ ..... vtt_- ...... _ - • -, _ ' _'_ _ _7_ *_
DATA ITEM LIST/USER MATRIX !
APPLICABILITY TO FUNCTIONAL USERS
I AT CONTRACTOR I-EVEL l
SE PQ MG CM QA TE RA LS MA SC PC MF MP DM FA $A ,_
icilities and U A - - U U U ....... U -
Jtentlal of _'
R A - - U U O .........
oadingon
U R U - U U U - PM - U .....
_ation and
R A U - U R U - U - U .....
, what parts J
of assays). 1_, A U U U U R U ....... U
lpment
ndling, - A U U U U U ....... U U
ed by the R A U U U U R ....... U
, !
U - USE R - REVIEW AUTHORITY A - APPROVAL AUTHORPTY PM - PROJECT MANAGERAPPRO'_'AL
o__L/.I
iilllllll
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!PAGENO.2 of 2
APPLICABILITY AT SUBCONTRAC- APPLICABILITY TO PROJECT BOARDSTOR/VENDOR/SUPPL IER LEVELS
_ _ _ .__ o_
o_o_oo _ __ _ _ _
_,L $1 RP AM z_z _ on> ,,¢,o° _ _ w_ _ _ _ _g '
_. _8 _ _$ > _0"'=,.-,,,8 , 3= =x "_="'--=,n__-= == _o,,,8_
U - - - S) (S)(S)NA (S)INA - ] ..... ,U ....
, I
; - - - NA NANA NANA NA ........ ,.....
1
: i
!_J - - - IS) (S) (S) NA(S) NA ...... U .... ,
"_" U U - NA NANA NANA NA,- - - - U .... i
I
IK"
•U .... (C)(C)(C)NA (C)NA U U .... U ....
i" - - 2/S) C/_C_)_C/_(C/_NAU U .........
!
_ ,
- PREPAREDBYCONTf_ACTOR 5 - PREPAREDBYSUBCONTRAC]'OR/VENDuR/$UPPLIEfl)- OPTIONALAPPUCATION NA -NOTAPPLICABLE
" _-f-c
'"
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l PlanetaryQuarantine (PQ) dataItems have been i_cludeclinthe
EngineeringUser Flow Diagrams. See Appendix A, Section3.
-t
!
Planetary Quarantine Data Requirement Descriptions : -
DRD Number Title
PQ-001 Guidelines, System Operational Design For Planetary Quarantine I1
PQ-002 Guidelines, Equipment Design For Planetary Quarantine I
PQ-003 List, Sterilizable Parts, General En_.neertng i
I
,
PQ-0O4 Plan, Planetary Q_,.rd.antine, Spacecraft i
I
PQ-905 Pla-, Planetary Quarant'.ne, Planetary Vehicle Test i
i
PQ-006 Procedure, Planetary Quarantine, Operating il
PQ-007 Procedure, Bio-Assay Test _
PQ-008 Report, Bio-Assay Test I
PQ-009 Report, Planetary Quarantine Analysis
t
i
PQ-010 Report, Planetary Quarantine Audit
PQ-011 Report, Pl_metary Quarantine, Planetary Vehicle (PV) Test
PQ-012 specification, Bio-Assay Test Requirements
PQ-013 Specification, Facilities Requirements, Planetary Quarantine Design
PQ-014 Specification, General Engineering, Planetary Quarantine Design
4-1/2
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!GE EXHIBIT DRD P@-00_I
-' T ...............
I DRD APPROVED BY DATE DATA
vOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION CATEGORY
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE OFFICE- RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD CODE DRD PREPARED ;Y DATE CONTRACT ORD NO.
REOUIREMENT PQ F.S. Nayor 7/28/6_ NO PQ-001
T_TLE OF DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE- TASK OR 0RL ITEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SUBTASK NO
System Engineerinl
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO LEVEL NO
GUIDE LINES, SYSTEM OPF_ATIONAL DESIGN FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
FOR PLANETARY QUARANTINE
ORGANIZATIc'N RESPONSIBLE ODL NG FILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
TY"E OF DOCUMENT ][_ CONTROL OACTION rIREFERENCE O INFORMATIOt_
II
USE OF DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION RESPO,'_SIBLE NO C" COPI ES
FOR DOCUMENt STOWAGE
To provide background information and instructions 30
to contractor system designers as to selection of ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION COTOFF
operational modes and parameters that will meet the FOR SINGLE PREPARATION DATE O_ MILESTONE
PQ constr_nts.
ESTIMATED COST{_} DATE DA"rA DUE
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REOUIREMENTSI FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO USER
PQ-004 Plan, p1£netaryQuarantine,Spacecraft
SE-008 Specification,System Performance/Design FREQUENCY OF ISSUE PUBLICAT,_N DATE
0 ANNUALLY
l_equlremen_s o SEMI-ANNUALLY SDR
0 QUARTERLY
O BI-MONTHLY UPDATE (FREQUENCY
0 MONTHLY . OR MILE.STONE}
CLASSIFICATION_ n GROUP I n SEMI-MONTHLY _S requ]rcQ
0 SECRET . 0 GROUP 2 0 SPECIAL HANDLING C BI-WEEK_.Y taroi_Rgb_UD.R__ i
0 CONFIDENTIAL 0 GROUP 3 I"1 NASA DISCREET [3 WEEKLY ESTIMATED{3 DAILY !
O SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [3 GROUP 4 O JPL DISCREET
OCONFIDENllAL RESTRICTED DATA n PROPRIETARY OPROJECT DISCREET R OTHERWISE AS SPECIFIED EXPIRATION DATE t
JNCLASSlFIED [3 PUBLIC DOMAIN [3 NOFORN One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
PRINTED DOCUMENT [3 Ai;STRACT {3 INSTRUCTION
[3 CHART [3 BROCHURE [3 LETTER
[3 DIAGRAM n BULLETIN I-I LIST
(] DRAWING [3 CATALOG O LOG
[3 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [3 CONTRACT [3 MANUAL
n ILLUSTRATION I-I DIRECTIVE [3 MEMORANDUM
[3 MODEL 0 DISCLOSURE [3 MINUTES
O RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) [3 ENGINEERING CHANGE rl PLAN APPLICABLE STANDARDS !
0 COMPUTER CARD ORDER - {3 PROCEDURE i
a COMPUTER TAPE i-1 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- I-I REGULATION }
{3 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [3 REPORT ,i .
[3 OTHER [3 ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE i-
PROPOSAl. [3 SPECIFICATION ;.
[3 HANDBOOK [3 STANDARD
0 INDEX [3 VOUCHER
x Guideline iREVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBUCATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO"
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR
APPROVAL TO PlP_'_/_t ]V[cllrtRo'_'P BY BY
1967031204-014
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET i
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS"
roll
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE iN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
J
OUTUNEOFCONTENTS:
This dataitem shallestablishsystem operationaldesignconstraintssuch as the following:
I. Restrictionson AttitudeControlSystem operationalmodes.
2. Restrictionson biobarrierseparationtechniquesand sequencing.
3. Restrictionson mechanical operationsinducingvibration.
The contentswillconsistof:
1. Scop_
2. Planetaryquarantineconstraints- overall
3. Planetaryquarantineconstraintsduringoperationalphases
a. Prelaunch
b. Launch
c. Near-Earth corrections !"
d. Interplanetary cruise
e. Near-Mars corrections/orbit insertion
f. Martian orbit maneuvers
4. Recommended modes of operation for maintenance of quarantine.
a. Information for each phase
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECE,_SARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRO.)
3rL2568-1OCT65
ii ii i i i i iii i
1967031204-015
L!
GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-002
ORD AP?ROVED BY DATE DATA
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION CATEGORY
'ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING IcooE:lOFFICE RESFONSIBLE FOR DRD CODE DRD PREPARED BY DATE CONTRACT D_U NO.
REQUIREMENT I PQ: F.S. Nayor 7/28/6' NO PQ-002I I -
TITLE' OF OOCUMENT" ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRIP' ITEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SuBTASK NO
GUIDELINES, EQUIPMENT DESIGN FOR System Engineering --
PLANETARY QUARANTINE ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO LEVEL NOFORDOCUMENTREPRODUCTION
ORGAN:ZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO ¢:ILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION.
TYPE OF DOCUMENT: _ CONTROL OACTION nREFERENCE O INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT. ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE NO OF COPIES
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGF
To provide background and instructions to contractor
design personnel as to methods and approach for 30
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION ruTO¢_"
J -'---"-uesl&nzng to meet the -""--p,ane_ry quarantine constraints. FOR SINGLE PREPARATION DATE OR MILESTONE
ESTIMATED COST(S) DATE DATA DUE
TNTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS. FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO USER
PQ-004 Plan, Planetary Quarantine FREQUENCY OF ISSUE PUBLICATION DATE
PQ-OI3 Specification,FacilitiesRequirements, [] ANNUALLY
[] SEMI-ANNUAL Lf SDR
PlanetaryQuarantineDesign o QUARTERLY
[] BI-MONTHLY UPDATE (FREQUENCY
[] MONTHLY OR MILESTONE)
"CL_IFICATION [] GROUP I O SEMI-MONTHLY AS required
0 SECRET 0 GROUP 2 [3 SPECIAL HANDLING [3 BI-WEEKLY throu2hHDR
O CONFIDENTIAL [3 GROUP 3 I-1 NASA DISCREET [3 WEEKLY --
O SECRET RESTRICTED DATA O GROUP 4 [3 JPL DISCREET I'1 DALLY ES'r[MA'ED
O CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA [3 PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET H OTHERWISE,AS SPEC;F_ED EXPIRATION DATE
UNCLASSIF!ED O PUBLIC DOMAIN [3 NOFORN One time
, =IL L
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA: REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
PRINTED DOCUMENT [] ABSTRACT [3 INSTRUCTION
[3 CHART [3 BROCHURE O LETTER
O DIAGRAM O BULLETIN O LIST
[3 DRAWING O CATALOG O LOG
O FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) O CONTRACT [3 MANUAL
O ILLUSTRATION [3 DIRECTIVE [] MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL 0 DISCLOSURE 0 MINUTES
[3 RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) {'J ENGINEERING CHANGE H PLAN APPLICABLE STANDARDS t
[3 COMPUTER CARD ORDER [3 PROCEDURE
[3 COMPUTER TAPE O REQUEST FOR ENGINEER _ [3 REGULATION t
[3 MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD) INQ CHANGE PROPOSAL [3 REPORT t
[] OTHER [] ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL O SPECIFICATION !
[3 HANDBOOK O STANDARD
[3 INDEX [3 VOUCHER
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PRC DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO
BY BY
SUBMITFOR BY BYAPPROVALTO: ,Manager j
System Engineering
, I I III IIII i •
1967031204-016
GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-002 I
VOYAGER DATA RFQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - ZND SHEET I
SPECIAL IN_>'fRUCTIONS' _ I
I
1
l
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION {IF DISTRIBUT,n_: :S nlu¥ COVEREC BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE ,_N DISTRIBUTION BELOW) !
!(
[
!
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS"
1. Scope i
2. Planetary quarantine constraints _
3. Methods of fulfilling planetary constraints
a. General approvals l|
b. Mathematical model
c. Audit and analysis
4. Requirements (general) ]
5. Recommended approaches !
a. Design
b. Material selection 1
lc. Bioassay
d. Manufacturing
e. Shipping flf. Field operation
g. Quality assurance
6. Notes U
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRO., _ U
1967031204-017
GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-003 ii ii i
DRD APPROVED BY DATE DATA
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION CATEr'K_Y
ORGANIZATION ORtG!NATING CODE OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD CODE DRD _REPAR_.D ' BY DATE CONTRACT I_D NO.
REQUIREMENT pQ F.S. Nayor 7/28/67 NO _Q-003
TITLE OF DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASI_"'C)'R" -D-_" IT-E-M]
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SUBTASK NO
LIST, STERILIZABLE PARTS, GENERAL System Engineering j
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO LEVEL NO
ENGINEER ING FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO FILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTrIBuTION,
TYPE OF DOCUMENT [3 CONTROL E/ACTION I_EFERENCE El INFORMATION
uSE OF DOCUMENT ORGAN=ZATIO_ RESPONSIBLE NO OF COPIES
Provides a listing of materials, components, and parts FORDOCUMENTS'OWAGE 25
which may be subjected to the approved sterilization
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INVORMATION CuTOFf-",I
without •i I A_cycles aegraoauon. FOR SINGLE PREPARATION DA'rE OR MILESTONE
ESTIMATED COST( S ) DA'rE DA_A DUE
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS. FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO USER
PQ- 002 Guidelines, Equipment Design for Planetary
Quarantine FREQ,ENCY oF ISSUE PUBLICAT'ON DATE
SE-008 Specification, System Performance/Design c ANNUALLY SDR
1"3SEMI-ANNUALLf
Requirements [] QUARTERLY
rl BI-MONTHLY UPDATE (FREQUENCY
17 MONTHLY OR M_LESTONE)
CLASSIFICATION [3 GROUP I C] SEMI-MONTHLY Maintain
El SECRET I"1 GROUP 2 [3 SPECIAL HANDLING [] BI-WEEKLY ,current
El CONFIDENTIAL El GROUP 3 El NASA DISCREET El WEEKLY
13 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [3 GROUP 4 ElaPL DISCREET f-1 DAILY ESTIMATED
N CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA :3 PROPRIETARY I"1PROJECT DISCREET _1_ DTHERWISE,AS SPECIFIED EXPIRATION DATE
,_ UNCLASSIFIED [3 PUBLIC DOMAIN [] NOFORN One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
(XPRINTED DOCUMENT [3 ABSTRACT El INSTRUCTION
El CHART El BROCHURE El LETTER NASA Sterilization Specifications.
El DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN _ LIST
[3 DRAWING rl CATALOG I"1 LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) El CONTRACT El MANUAL
(3 ILLUSTRATION rt DIRECTIVE El MEMORANDUM
I-1 MODEL [] DISCLOSURE t"] MINUTES
El RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) rl ENGINEERING CHANGE n PLAN APPLICABLE STANDARDS
rl COMPUTER CARD- ORDER rt PROCEDURE _
El COMPUTER TAPE rl REDUEST FOR ENGINEER- El REGULATION
El MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [] REPORT
[] OTHER rl ENGINEERING CHANGE 13 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL I"1 SPECIFICATION _
[3 HANDBOOK 1"1 STANDARD
rt INDEX _ VOUCHER _:
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED'
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL) _DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE , .
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO ;:"
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY BY
APPROVAL TO Manager.
System Engineering
1967031204-018
rGE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-003
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION -END SHEET
T-"--'-----
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS I DRD NO':
IPQ-O0; ,
Data for this data item may be obtained from government and industrial
facilities where extensive sterilization work has been performed. )
Additional experimentation will be required to provide information
on materials not previously subjected to sterilization.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW}
'i
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
1. Scope "_
2. References j
a. NASA sterilization specifications
b. Material compatibility studies I |3. List of sterilizable parts J
a. Sterilizable components and parts list
(valves, re gulators, explosives, seals, e tc.) _|
(1) Dry heat compatible
{2) Steam compatible
(3) Chemical sterilant compatible i_
b. Sterilizable materials list
(1) Dry heat compatible
(2) Steam compatible _,
(3) Chemical sterilant compatible
4. Data sources
il
!IC_T,NUEONT.,.OSHEET,,.N_...., A.O...,_TO.H,_ORD.} iJ
i i
m
1967031204-019
!GE EXHIBIT DRD P(_-004 .,
DRD APPROVED BY DATE DATA
I VOYAGER DATA REC;UIREMENT DESCRIPTION CATEGORYI I ,11
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD CODE DRD PREPARED BY DATE CONTRACT ORD NO.
REQUIRIMENT NO
PQ F, S, Navor 7/28167 pQ-004
TITLE 0r DOCUMENT: ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEIV
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SUB'ASK NO
PLAN, PLANETARY QUARANTINE, SPACECRAFT System Engineering
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO LEVEL NO
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTIONI
ORG'_,NIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO. FILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT ]J_CONTROL BACTION RREFERENCE 1"1INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF OOCIIMENT. ORGAN=ZATION RESPONf4BLE NO OF COPIES
FOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
Discloses the overall phn for meeting the PQ 50
constraints and serves as a basis for contractor
ESTIMATED MANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF
detailed design and planning for the spacecraft as ,_OR SINGLE PREPARATION DATE OR MILESTONE
a separate entity.
ESTIMATED COST(_I DATE OAIA DUE
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS[ FOR S,NGLE PREPARATION 1"0 USER
PQ-005 Plan, Planetary Quarantine, Planetary
Vehicle Test FREQUENCY OF ISSUE PUBLICATION DATE
SE-008 Specification, System Performance/Design o ANNUALLY[] SEMI-ANNUALLY SDR
Requirements o QUARTERLY[] BI-MONTHLY UPDATE (FREQUENCY
[] MONTHLY ,OR MILE_.TON,_)
CLASSIFICATION n GROUP I n SEMI-MONTHLY _._J requlrea
O SECRET D GROUP 2 [] SPECIAL HANDLING I"1 BI-WEEKLY through FACI
£1 CONFIDENTIAL I"1 GROUP 3 0 NASA DISCREET [] WEEKLY
n SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 1-1GROUP 4 OJPL DISCREET [] DAILY ESTIMATED
rl CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA 0 PROPRIETARY 0 PROJECT DISCREET 1{1 OTHERWISE, AS SPECIFIED ExPt RATION DATE
UNCLASSIFIED n PUBLIC DOMAIN D NOFORN One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
PRINTED DOCUMENT n ABSTRACT [] INSTRUCTION
[] CHART [3 BROCHURE 0 LETTER NASA Planetary Quarantine
n DIAGRAM [3 BULLETIN 0 LIST Constraints
O DRAWING [] CATALOG O LOG
I"1 FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) n CONTRACT I"1 MANUAL
[] ILLUSTRATION I'1 DIRECTIVE O MEMORANDUM
[] MODEL O DISCLOSURE O MINUTES
n RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) t"l ENGINEERING CHANGE _ PLAN APPLICABLE STANDARDS
I"1 COMPUTER CARD ORDER rl PROCEDURE
['J COMPUTER TAPE £1 REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- f't REGULATION
I"1 MtCROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL ('1 REPORT
n OTHER f-t ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL I"1 SPECIFICATION
[3 HANDBOOK I'1 STANDARD
t-1 INOEX [3 VOUCHER
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED]
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO"
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY BY
APPROVAL TO
Project Manager
. "tr|l ft |..i . HI I . i , , I I I I I .,. = • . ._
1967031204-020
GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-004
vOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT OESORIPTION- 2ND SHEET
J DRD NO.:
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS Lp(__ 004
¢
SPECIAl. DISTRIBUTION. (IF DISTRIBUIlON IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING OOL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTIONBELOW) . ,
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS.
1. Scope ;
2,. Ob_ctives of plan i
3. Planetary quarantine constraints - spacecraft.
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techniques set forth in the NASA "Standard Procedures for the Microbiological - -
Examination of Space Hardware, " by L.B. Hali and O.E. Reynolds, 1966.
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2. Reference Documents (Specs, NASA Procedures, etc. ) _
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SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION (IF DI3TRIBUTIOEI IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRI UTION BELOW)
OUTLINE OF CONT_'NTS_
1. Summary
a. Significant changes from previous report
b. Major problem ;_reas
c. Anticipated significant events
2. Activities during reporting period
a. Assays conducted
(at what stage of fabrication assembly)
3. Detailed Audit
a. Major Systems
b. Subsystems
c. Components
4. Action items for next quarter
5. References
a. Bioassay test reports
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY, AND AFFIX TO THIS DRD.)
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1967031204-035
GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-011i ll| | [ illi
DRD APPROVED BY [)ATE DATA
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION _AT[C.ORY
ORGANIZA'_ON _"_q_GINATING ICODE OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR ORD jCODE DRD PREP,'.RED BY DATE CONTRACT ORD NORFQU,REMENT IPQ F.S. Nayor 7/28/_7 NO PQ-011II, LL
TITLE OF DOCUMENT , ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL 'TEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SUOTASK NO
Test
REPORT, PLANETARY QUARANTTNE, PLANETARY "'ORGAN,ZAT,ONR_S_ONS,BLEORLNO LEVELNOFOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
VEHICLE (PV) TEST
ORCANiZATION RESPONStBLE DDL NO FfLE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT _1CONTROL OACTION nREFERENCt[ _NFORMATIOI_I
USI_ 'OF DOCUMENT ORGANIZATtON RES;-ONSIBLE NO OF COPIES
To document the effects of planetary vehic2e tests FOr DOCUMENT STOWAGE 30
on the sterilization/decontamination integrity of the
ESTIMATED MANHOURS tN_'3RM-"r'._N Ct,TSFF
vehicle. Provides a contractor record. FOR SINGLE P._,EPA_ATION DA"rE OR M:LESTONE
ESTIMATED COST(S) DATE DATA [,uE
iNTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS: FOR SINGLE PREPAR.'TIGP. _.C t:szn
PO-004 Plan, Planetary Quarantine, Spacecraft I
PQ-005 Plan, Plar.etary Quarantine, Planetary '_'RCQUENCYOFISSUE PUBUCA'IONDATE
Vehicle Test o ANNUALLY
I-I SEMI-ANNUALLY CDR
PQ-010 Report, Planetary Quarantine Audit o QUARTERLY{3 lit-MONTHLY uPDATE (FRE._uENCY
[3 MONTHLY OR Mt_ESTONE}
CLASSIFICATION I_ GROUP I E) SEMI-MONTHLY
n SECRET I-1 GROUP.?. O SPECIAL HANDLING O el-WEEKLY Non(.
[] CONFIDENTIAL [] GROUP 3 O NASA DISCREET [:3 WEEKLY
n SE_.RET RESTRIC1ED DATA r-I GROUP 4 {3 JPL DISCREET [] DAILY ES':MArE_
I_ CONFIDEI_TIAL RESTRICTED DATA [] PROPRIETARY [3 PROJECT DISCREET I_ OTHERWI._E, AS SPECIFIED £XP_RAI'ION ?-A'E
UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN n NOFORN A_ required
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
O[.PR.NTErJ DOCUMEI"" [] ABSTRACT I"1 INSTRUCTION
[3 CHART O BROCHURE [] LETTER
[3 DIAGRAM [3 BULLETIN [] LIST
[3 DRA4_ING [] CATALOC [] LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) I-1 CONTRACT [3 MANUAL
I"1 ILLUSTRATION [3 DIRECTIVE [3 MEMORANDUM
[3 MODEL [] DISCLOSURE rl MINUT_
O RECORD:NG (TAPE OR ClSC) I"1 ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 PLAN APPLICABLE STANDARDS
In COMPUTER CARD ORDER 1"1 PROCEDURE
n COMPUTER TAPE [] REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- [] REGULATION
[] MICROFILM (W/ORW/O CARD} ING CHANGE PROPOSAL _ REPORT
13 OTHER [3 ENGINEERING CHANGE C1 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL I"1 SPECIFICAIlON
[3 HANDBOOK [3 STANOAFD
[3 INDEX C,I VOUCHEr!
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED'
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF 0ATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO
,,; BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY BY
APPROVAL TO
1 Manager, System Engineering
i ,
.. / "%, _ PAGE I OF 2 _.... "v'- ,I
1967031204-036
GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-011
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
"-
SPECIALINSTRUC1 IONS
• i
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. t.IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
--,y.
.t.
!
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS: _1_
1. Scope
2. References
a. Planetary Quarantine Plan, Planetary Vehicle Test
b. Planetary Vehicle Test Report
3. Discussion i
a. Activities affecting cleanliness integrity
b. Precautions taken/adequacy of precautions im
c. Integrity compromised
(1) During preparation/handling I
(2) During test
(3) During post-test repair/replacement I
d. Effects of compromise I
e. Recommended corrective action
4. Quality assurance report section
5. Appendixes
!
m
(CONTINUE ON THIRD SHEET, IF NECESSARY_AND AFFIX TO THIS DPD.) I
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1967031204-037
GE EXHIB!T DRD PQ-012
........ _'_ DATE DATA
VOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION j _ -,,-v.._ .. CATEGORY
l OFFICERESPONSIBLE FOR DRD CODE DRD PREPARED BY 1 OATI _ E CONTRACT ] DRD NO.ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING CODE:
REQUIREMENT pQ H.G. Lorsch !17/28/67 NO PQ-012__
TITLE OF DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION" SUBTASK NO
System Engineering
SPECIFICATION, BIOA_AY TEST REQUIREMEN'I_
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO Lr_VEL NO
FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
ORGANIZATICN RESPONSIBLE DDL NO. FILE NO
FGR DOCUMENT DtSTRIBUTION.
TYPE OF DOCUMENT. _ CONTROL rlACTION RREFERENC[ O N_Ot_..MA'tIO_,
USE OF DOCUMENT ORGANI_ATION RESPON£1BLE NO OF COPIES
FOR DOCUMENT STO_VAGE
30
Specify tests to be performed by contractor for the
determination of-biologicalcontaminationof spacecraIt ESTIMATE(.,MANHOURS IN_'ORMATIONCUTOFF
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION DATE OR M,LESTONE
hardware and facilities.
ESTIMATED COST($) DATE DATA DuE
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS: FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO US_.R L
PQ-004 Plan, Planetary Quarantine, Spacecraft
PQ-007 Procedure, Bioassay Test FRFQUENCY OF ISSUE PUBLICAIION DATE
PQ-008 Report, Bioassay Test o ANNUALLY PDR0 SEM;-ANNUALLY
SE-008 Specification, System Performance/Design o QUARTERLY
0 BI-MONTHLY UPDATE (FREQUENCY
Reouirements a MONTHLY _f_._)
CLASSIFICATION_ - n GROUP I t"] SEMI-MONTHLY A[]SECRET n GROUPZ _ SPECIALHANDLING O m-WEEKLY throughHDR
D CONFIDENTIAL O GROUP 3 O NASA DISCREET C] WEEKLY --
rl SECRET RESTRICTED DATA 0 GROUP 4 OJPL DISCREET 0 DALLY ESTIMATED
Q CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA I"1 PROPRIETARY O PROJECT DISCREET _ OTHERWISE,AS SPECIFIED EXP'RATION DATE
_J[UNCLASSIFIED O PUBLIC DOMAIN r'l NOFORN One time
FORM OF DATA_ KPND OF DATA: REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
PRINTED DOCUMENT 0 ABSTRACT 0 INSTRUCTION
1'3 CHART I"t BROCHURE f't LETTER NASA/JP L _-'_ioassayProcedures
D DIAGRAM O BULLETIN O LIST
F1 DRAWING r'1 CAT_LOG 0 LOG
[] FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) 0 CONTRACT 0 MANUAL
r'l ILLUSTRATION I-I, DIRECTIVE O "EMORANOUM
1-1 MODEL rl DISCLOSURE O MINUTES
rl RECORDING (TAPE OR DISC) I"1 ENGINEERING CHANGE I"1 PLAN APPLICABLE STANDARDS
O COMPUTER ,._ARD ORDER I-I PROCEDURE
I-1 COMPUTER TAPE I"1 REQUEST FOR ENGINEER- t-I REGULATION
r'l MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL rl REPORT
0 OTHER 0 ENGINEERING CHANGE t'l SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL fir SPECIFICATION
FI HANDBOOK rl STANDARD
[_ INDEX n VOUCHER
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS RFQUIRED:
(LIST IK ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATION PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO.
I ,..
i BY BY
!
SU@MIT FOR BY BY
APPROVAL TO 1_'ann _'r
Rv_f_m l_.n_inA_1,Jn_"
i i
-, / '_ • PAGE I OF 3_ .I__ _t:_ _ _:c,
] 9670:3 ] 204-0:38
GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-012
VOYAGER DATA REGUIREMENT DESCRIPTION - 2ND SHEET
SPECIALINSTRUCTIONS ]PQ-012
None
°. . f
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION: (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW)
None
OUTLINEOFCONTENTS.
i. Scope
2. Applicable documents
3. Requirements
a. Facility certification
(1) Bioassay of air; methods, limits, procedures of permissible
contamination
(2) Bioassay of filter banks; methods, procedures, limits of
permissible contamination
(3) Bioassay of clean room surfaces; methods, procedures, limits
of permissible contamination
b. Facility Monitoring
(1) Bioassay of air; methods, procedures, frequency, limits
(2) Bioassay of clean room surfaces; methods, procedures,
frequency, limits
(3) Bioassay of tools, clothing, and personnel; methods, procedures
frequency, limits
(t,"NTINUE ONTHIRDSHEET0IF NECESSARY,ANDAFFIXTO THIS DRO.)
mm_mmmm
qb _ ! l,
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GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-012
c. Hardware monitoring
(I) Methods, procedures, frequency, interpretation
i ,12) _abassembly monitoring(3) Assembly monitoring
(4) Monitoring during test, transportation, and prelaunch
| 4. Test and verification (quality assurance provisions)
5. Preparation for delivery (not applicable)
6. Notes
7. Appendixes
1967031204-040
BLANK PAGE
1967031204-041
• GE EXHIBIT DIeD PQ-013
DRD APPROVED BY DATE DATA
vOYAGER DATA REQUIREMENT DESCRtPVION CATEGORY
' II I I II
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING ]CODE" OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD'ICODE DRD PREPARED BY DATE CONTRACT DRD NO.
REOUIREMENT iPQ F.S. Nayor 7/28/67 NO PQ-013
TITLE OF DOCUMENT 'ORGANIZATION RES"JONSIBLE TASK OR DRL ITEM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SUBTASK NO
System Engineering
SPECIFICATION, FACILIT,'ES REQUIREMENTS
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO LEVEL NO
PLANETARY QUARANTINE DESIGN FOR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL NO. FILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT _ CONTROL r'tACTION OREI-E_ENCE f-t INFORMATIOI_I
USE OF DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE NO OF COPIES
cOR DOCUMENT STOWAGE
Specification of clean room, clothing, and handling 30
equipment requirements duringmanufacturing,handling, EST,MATEDMANHOURS INFORMATION CUTOFF "_
testing operations where control is required. FORSINGLEPREPARATIONDATEORMILESTONE
ESTIMATED CCST($) DATE DATA DUE
INTERHELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REOUIREMENTS: FOR SINGLE PREPARATION TO USER
MG-009 Plans, Manufacturing
MG-010 Plan, Storage FREQUENCY OF ISSU:, PUBLICATION DATE
PQ-O04 Plan, Planetary QuaranUne o ANNUALLYrl SEMI-ANNUALLY SDR
SE-006 Plan, Cleanlines_ Control [3 QUARTERLY[3 BI-MONTH LY UPDATE
TE-O01 P]3.n_. Int_.oTatP.d T_t [3 MONTHLY Oh MILESTONE)v
CLASSIFICATION. [3 GROUP I [3 SEMI-MONTHLY As required
O SECRET [3 GROUP Z r'l SPECIAL HANDLING _ BI-WEEKLY _' "_DR
[3 CONFIDENTIAL r3 GROUP 3 I'l NASA DISCREET 1'-] WEEKLY
[3 SE.CRET RESTRICTED DATA r-t GROUP 4 f'l JPL DISCREET f-I DALLY ES,, aATED
[3 CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA I"1 PROPRIETARY [3 PROJECT DISCREET m OTHERWISE,AS SPECIFIED E)_PIRATmON r_ATE
UNCLASSIFIED [3 PUBLIC DOMAIN [3 NOFORN One time
FORM OF DATA: KIND OF DATA. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
PRINTED DOC,JMENT [3 ABSTRACT r-t INSTRUCTION
[3 CHART [3 aROCHURE I"t LETTER
[3 DIAGRAM [3 BULLETIN [3 LIST
O DRAWING 0 CATALOG [3 LOG
Q FILM (STATIC OR MOTION) [3 CONTRACT [3 MANUAL
f't ILLUSTRATION [3 DIRECTIVE [3 MEMORANDUM
[3 MODEL [3 DISCLOSURE Q MINUTES
17 RECOROING (TAPE OR DISC) [3 ENGINEERIt.G CHANGE [3 PLAN APPL,CABLE STANDARDS
r-t COMPUTER CARD ORDER [3 PROCEDURE
[3 COMPUTER TAPE [3 REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- [3 REGULATION
[3 MICROFILM (W/OR W/O CARD) ING CHANGE PROPOSAL [3 REPORT
[3 OTHER [3 ENGINEERING CHANGE [3 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL lg SPECIFICATION i
[3 HANDBOOK [3 STANDARD
I"1 INDEX [3 VOUCHER i
tREVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REf2UIRED:
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
DRAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO
BY BY
SUBMIT FOR BY BYAPPROVAL TO
Manager, System Engineering ,,
i
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1967031204-042
iGE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-013 .,
VOYAGERDATAREQUIREMENTDESCRIPTION- 2ND SHEET
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
a_
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION. (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVERED BY AN EXISTING DDL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTION BELOW._ _,
!
!
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS. 1-
1. Scope 'tJ
2. Applicable documents m
3. Requirements
a. Manufacturing facilities
(1) Clean room !1
Air flow rat_s
Particles/ft" (allowable) i(2) Spec a acilities
Class x x x rooms
.dr.
Bioclean areas
Class xxx clean benches m
(3) Clothing for clean room operation
Entry conditions IWork clothes
Exit conditions
(4) Personnel hygiene
Baths, showers, etc.
Eating
Ilhess
(CONTINUEONTHIRDSHEET,IF NECESSARY,ANDAFFIXTO THIS O,q0.) i
i
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mGE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-013
b. Handling - packing materials, packing techniques, etc.
(1) Components
(2) Assemblies
(3) System
4. Test and verification
5. Preparation for delivery (not applicable)
6. Notes
7. Appendixes
I
l
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BLANK PAGE
1967031204-045
|GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-014
iii
DRD APPROVED BY DATE DATA
VOYAGER DATA REOUIREMENT DESCRIP,'ION CAIEGCtqY m
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING OFFICE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRD DRD PREPARE, ,_¢ DATE DRD NO
RE3UIREMENT NO
H.O. Lorsch 7/28/67 PQ-014
TITLE OF DOCUMENT CF,GANIZATION RESPONSIBLE TAS_ OR DRL- II;EM
FOR DOCUMENT PREPARATION SUBTASK NO
System Engineering --
T_"
_._._.._-m.^..;_..,w1_1_11ui , GENERAL ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DRL NO LEVEL NO
QUARANTTNE DESIGN _OR DOCUMENT REPRODUCTIONPLANETARY
ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE DDL LC ¢ILE NO
FOR DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION
TYPE OF DOCUMENT. I_CONTROL C)ACTION ClREFERENCE I"1 INFOPMATION
i
USE OF DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE NO OF COPIES
FOR OOCUMENT STr_W,',GE
To provide overall requirement on the system design 30 --
to insure fullfilling the planetary quara,_tine constraint. EST;MATED MANHOURS iNFORMATION CUTOFF _
FOR SINGLE PREPARATION DATE OR MILCSTONE
T
, . ESTIMATED COS, (_) GATE DA'A DL!,_
INTERRELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DATA REQUIREMENTS. FOR SINGLE PREPARATq5 TO USZR
PQ-004 Plan, planetary Quarantine, Spacecraft
, PQ-014 Specification, Bioassay Test Requirement FREQUENCY OF ,SSUE. PL_LIC_T'O" " _TE
SF-008 Specification, System Performance/Design I-1 ANNUALLY
Requirements o SElv:'._N.;'!ALLv SDR :
SE-023 General Engineering Specification, Cleanliness e ;U,,_TERLY:t -NONTHLY UP_ATE (FREQUENCY
.L [1 MONTr:LY -- OR MtLESTONE)
CLASSIFICATION {3 G,.OUP I .J SEMI-MONTHLY _,__ _'SrequlreQ[2 BI-WEEKLY PDR{3 SECRET {3 GROUP 2 I-I SPECIAL HANDLING ._..mrougn
": l-ICONFIDENTIAL rl GROUP 3 rl NASA DISCP,EET C_ _,EEKLY
C [3 SECRET RESTRICTED DATA [3GROUP 4 r3jr_L DISCFZEET [3 DAILY ESTOMATED[-J CONFIDENTIAL RESTRICTED DATA rl PROPRIETARY []PROJECT EISCREET [jl[ OTHERWISE,AS SPE.IFIED EXP_RATIO_ DATE
lzl UNCLASSIFIED {3 PUBLIC DOMAIN n NOFORN One time
FOR,_ 0 _"DATA. ;(IND OF DATA. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
PRINTED DOCUMENT Et ABSTRACT f3 iNSTRUCTIONL
I"1 CHART {.3 BROCHURE rl LETTER
1"3DIAGRAM [] BULLETIN E1 UST
_, {3 DRAWING {3 CATALOC I"1 LOG
[] FIL_ (STATIC OR MOTION) O C_NTRACT rJ MANUAL
I"1 ILLd_TRATION {3 DIRECTIVE r'J MEMORANDUM
MODEL F1 DISCLOSURE [] MINUTES
!
I_ RECORDPNG (TAPE OR DISC) {3 ENGINEERING CHANGE [] PLAN APPLicABLE STANDARDS
[] COMPUTER C._RD ORbER I-1 PROCEDURE
{3 COMPUTER TAPE [] REOUEST FOR ENGINEER- {3 REGULATION
i I"1 MICROFILM (W/OR WlO CARD) ING CHANGE ,'ROPOSAL 17.REPORT, rl OTHER _ ENGINEERING CHANGE 0 SCHEDULE
PROPOSAL _1_SPECIFICATION
,_ 3 HANDBOOK rl STANDARD
. O INDEX {3 VOUCHER
REVIEWS AND/OR APPROVALS REQUIRED: _.
(LIST IN ORDER OF SUBMITTAL)
_RAFT DATE PREPUBLICATIO N PROOF DATE --
SUBMIT FOR REVIEW TO --
BY BY
SUBMITFOR Manager, B_ BYAPPROVAL TO
System Engineering l
m,v_
, '\ , "AGE,OF_L --'---,;
I' I
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GE EXHIBIT DRD PQ-014 I
VOYAGER DATA RE(_UIREMENTDESCRIPTION - 2NO SHEET
I ORoNo I
SPECIAL )NSTRUCTIONS ipQ_014 I
I
1
I
T
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTION (IF DISTRIBUTION IS NOT COVEREDBY AN EXISTING ODL WRITE IN DISTRIBUTIONBELOW)
dl,,.
OUTLINE OF CONTENTS" __
_ 1. Scope ,;
_,._ ,_opli( ble documenLs -_
:L : ?_qui.ements _
Planetary quarantine constraints
(1) ProbabiJity of contamination
,'2) Allocation of probability of contamination
b. C:eanliness
J_ (1) Permissible loadpriorto contamination
(2) Permissible load after contamination
c. Decontamination - flow cha,_t specifying type of decontamination to be employed
ateat:,assembly stage !!4. Test and verification(notapplicable)
5. Preparationfor shipment (notappl2cable)
6. Notes7. Append£xe3
!
1i
(CONTINUE ON THllaO SHEET, IF NECESSARY,ANO AFFIX TO THIS ORO.) Ilib
-2- _t 2_c_._oct_i
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.DC,CUivI_:NTATION RE LATIONSHIP TREES ]
A documenta_on relationship tree has been prepared to show the relationship of data
items within this functional category as well av their relationships acr6ss categories.
Relationships within each functional category are shown by constructing a tier pattern beginning
with the top-level (or governing) data item and relating in descending order all data items
within the category to this top-level data item. (The location of a data item at a given level
on the diagram does not necessarily indicate the importance of that specific item but iden- 1
tifies and defines its relation to all other data items in that category. ) .
Relationships between data items in one category and data items in other functional categories
are shown by (1) shaded arrows to indicate the direction ol the relationship and (2) an
alphabetic code to indicate the nature of the interrelationship as follows:
I
a. Data items needed for preparation and/or support of the referenced item. (I)
b. Data items that are supported or needed by this data item. (S)
c. Data items that relate "to" and provide information of a general nature but are
not required in an input or support role. (G)
Each data item appearing on the Data Item List (DIL_ was examined and evaluated with
respect to its contribution to, or dependence upon, data items appearing in other categories
and is included in the diagrams. Additionally, certain data elements indicated in the user
flow diagrams (but currently not identified as individual data items) have been shown within
a dashed rectangle to clarify relationships. }1
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Figure B-1. Planetary Quarantinc
_ Documentat!on Relationship Tree (PQ)
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I
I DATA ITEM PHASING/FREQUENCY
I Data item frequency and ph_siug requirements for Planetary Quarantine are as shown in
Figure B-2, Planetary Quarantine Data Item Phasing and Frequenvy Matrix.I
Distribution and density of data item preparation requirements are shown $n Figure B-3,
I PlanetaryQuarantineDataItemDensityProfile.
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_=009 Anal 1 I _ 1 2/U 3 1 3/H _,
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1 I l 1 2/U 3
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Figure B-2. Planetary Quarantine Data Item
Phasing and Frequency Matrix
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